Dynamic .NET TWAIN: Integrated Document Processing All in One
Barcode Reader, Annotation and Webcam add-ons are available
Vancouver, BC – Dynamsoft Corporation, a leading provider of TWAIN SDKs and version
control tools, today launched a new version of its essential document scanning component Dynamic .NET TWAIN 4.0. It now can be integrated with Barcode Reader, Annotation and
Webcam add-ons into a larger, all-in-one document acquisition and imaging system. All
add-ons are detachable which make them customizable and adaptable to different
preferences.
Dynamic .NET TWAIN, along with its add-ons, enables users to conveniently capture
documents from scanners, webcams or capture cards and deliver scanned papers to your
system (local folder, server or database). With the libraries, you can easily get 1D and 2D
barcode info from scanned documents, IDs, or invoices. For future references, you can put
notes/comments directly on the images before achieving.
One of the customers commented after evaluating Dynamic .NET TWAIN. “I have
downloaded and used Dynamic .NET TWAIN trial, and it provides all the functionality we
are looking for except the barcode recognition. I tried the separate barcode sample you
sent earlier, and it seems to work pretty well. ”
Dynamsoft is constantly thinking about increasing efficiency for customers, ranging from
the agile designing, easy integration with .NET applications, to its robust functions. After all
these add-ons, Dynamsoft is planning to release OCR Add-on soon. With the library, you’ll
be able to OCR (Optical Character Recognition) your documents and convert them to
searchable PDF and text files. Stay tuned!
About Dynamic .NET TWAIN
Check out the overview page for detailed information. You can also download the 30-day
free trial to try out the component.
About Dynamsoft
Being an associate member of TWAIN Working Group, Dynamsoft not only has early access
to the latest TWAIN standard, but also contributes to the TWAIN standard by proposing
and voting for changes.
Every year, thousands of customers turn to Dynamsoft for world leading version control
solution and TWAIN SDKs. Dynamsoft version control tools are used globally by thousands
of developers including Apple, EMC, Fujitsu, GE, HP, 3M, HR Block, IBM, InfoSys, Intel,
Olympus, PricewaterhouseCoopers, Samsung, Siemens, Symantec, Philips, Verizon, Unisys
and others.
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